SATSU “Brown Bags” Spring Seminar Series
Tuesdays, 13:15-14:15, W/222 or B/103

ALL ARE WELCOME

27th January, W/222: Martin Dodge
School of Environment and Development, University of Manchester,
m.dodge@manchester.ac.uk; blog: cyberbadger.blogspot.com/

A New Countryside Code? Software, Surveillance and Simulation of Rural Spaces

3rd February, Biology B/103: Sarah Nettleton
Department of Sociology, University of York, sjn2@york.ac.uk

"May contain traces of nuts": Towards a Sociology of Food Allergy and Food Intolerance

17th February, Biology B/103: Matthew Kearnes
Department of Geography, Durham University,
M.B.Kearnes@durham.ac.uk

Informationalising Matter: Systems Understandings of the new Governance of Science

3rd March, W/222: Andrew Webster
SATSU/Department of Sociology, University of York,
ajw25@york.ac.uk

Regenerative Medicine in Europe: Emerging Issues identified through the REMEDiE project

For more information, please email Pablo Santoro (ps548@york.ac.uk)